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AI and Machine Learning, What is it? 

Sources: 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/mikemacmarketing/30212411048 

 

 

 

  Image via www.vpnsrus.com  

http://www.vpnsrus.com/


• Feelings 

• Self awareness  

• Self preservation 

• Logic 

• Experience 

 

WHAT IS AI AND MACHINE LEARNING 

Artificial Intelligence – What is Intelligence? 

Sources: 

https://pixabay.com/en/cartoon-comic-dance-happy-joy-1295224/ 

https://pixabay.com/en/robot-flower-technology-future-1214536/ 

https://pixabay.com/en/robot-technology-2033898/ 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/papalars/3801010793 

https://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/2841641 

https://pixabay.com/en/bot-droid-cyborg-technology-figure-1613605/ 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rubiks-Cube.gif 

https://pixabay.com/en/old-man-man-face-senior-older-1208210/ 

https://stock.adobe.com/sk/images/learn-from-mistakes-move-forward-people-climbing-gears/65027287 

 

https://stock.adobe.com/video/tourist-enjoying-view-of-waterfall-godafoss-on-iceland-man-lying-on-cliff-edge-looking-down-on-travel-visiting-tourist-attractions-and-landmarks-in-icelandic-nature-on-ring-road-red-epic/105894528 

https://stock.adobe.com/sk/images/man-standing-on-the-edge-and-looking-down/55968409 

 

 

 Photo by Brett Reynolds  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rubiks-Cube.gif
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rubiks-Cube.gif
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rubiks-Cube.gif
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WHAT IS AI AND MACHINE LEARNING 

What is Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence? 

 

Deep 

neural 

networks 

Progressively– 

getting better over 

time 
Specific task – any 

goal we program it 

to achieve 

perceive – 

includes any kind 

of input • Computer program 

• AI - any device that perceives its environment and takes actions that maximize 

its chance of successfully achieving its goals (Wikipedia) 

• Machine learning - algorithms and statistical models that computer systems 

use to progressively improve their performance on a specific task  

(Wikipedia) 

• Artificial Neural Network - computing systems vaguely inspired by  

the biological neural networks that constitute animal brains  

(Wikipedia) 

• Deep neural networks - A deep neural network (DNN) is an artificial  

neural network (ANN) with multiple layers between the input and output  

layers (Wikipedia) 

 



Neural Networks 
How a neural network can figure out what’s in a picture 

Sources: 

https://www.jooomshaper.com/WDF-97469.html   TODO: Commercial use is prohibited 

https://www.publicdomainpictures.net/en/view-image.php?image=68999&picture=tree-on-the-canvas 

 

 

 

 Photo from jooomshaper.com and George Hodan  

https://www.jooomshaper.com/WDF-97469.html
https://www.publicdomainpictures.net/en/view-image.php?image=68999&picture=tree-on-the-canvas
https://www.publicdomainpictures.net/en/view-image.php?image=68999&picture=tree-on-the-canvas


A Neural Network can figure out what’s in a picture 

WHAT IS AI AND MACHINE LEARNING 

Sources: 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Plain-Bagel.jpg 

https://www.pexels.com/photo/beagle-puppy-1345191/ 
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What is AI and machine learning 
Photo by Evan-Amos  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Plain-Bagel.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Plain-Bagel.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Plain-Bagel.jpg


What is AI and machine learning 

What does it mean to “Figure Out” (räkna ut) 

WHAT IS AI AND MACHINE LEARNING 

Sources: 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Plain-Bagel.jpg 

https://www.pexels.com/photo/beagle-puppy-1345191/ 
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Bagel 

What is AI and machine learning 

Training 

WHAT IS AI AND MACHINE LEARNING 

Sources: 
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Programming vs. Training 
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What is AI and machine learning 

Machine learning does not imply that the computer 

understands what it sees 

WHAT IS AI AND MACHINE LEARNING 

Sources: 

https://www.wired.com/story/researcher-fooled-a-google-ai-into-thinking-a-rifle-was-a-helicopter/ 

https://www.publicdomainpictures.net/en/view-image.php?image=59457&picture=dog-rough-collie-portrait 

http://www.adventurejay.com/blog/index.php?d=17&m=03&y=15 

 

 

 

 

https://media.wired.com/

photos/5a39c24c29585a

33ddc857f4/master/w_6

40,c_limit/ImageRecogni

tion.gif      

  

https://www.wired.com/st

ory/researcher-fooled-a-

google-ai-into-thinking-a-

rifle-was-a-helicopter/  

  

  

 

Photo by Karen Arnold  
 Photo  
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E.g. Alpha Go Zero:  

2*40 layers  X  256 filters  ≈  20 thousands neurons 

19x19 board positions  X  2*40 layers  X  256 filters  ≈  7 million neuron inputs 

2*40 layers  X  256 filters X 3*3*256 weights  ≈  47 million weights 

 

 

What is AI and machine learning 

Artificial neural networks can be huge 

WHAT IS AI AND MACHINE LEARNING 

Sources: 

https://sv.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fil:FloorGoban.JPG 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Aplysia_californica_NHGRI-79108.jpg 

 

 

Sea slug ~ 18 thousand neurons 

 Photo by Goban1  

 Photo by National Human Genome Resource Institute  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:FloorGoban.JPG
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AI Success Stories 

Sources: 

https://pixabay.com/en/pedestal-champion-winner-victory-2934884/ 

 

 

 



    

https://www.ted.com/talks/noriko_arai_can_a_robot_pass_a_university_entrance_exam     

 

What is AI and machine learning 

Can a Robot pass a University Entrance Exam? 

FINDING UNKNOWN ANSWERS 

Sources: 

 

By KF - English Wikipedia. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Test.jpg, Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=594188 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Final_examination#/media/File:Test_(student_assessment).jpeg 

https://stock.adobe.com/se/images/robot-signs-contract/109238632 

https://www.publicdomainpictures.net/en/view-image.php?image=167495&picture=hand-holding-pen 

 

 Photo by KF  

 Image by George Hodan  

https://www.ted.com/talks/noriko_arai_can_a_robot_pass_a_university_entrance_exam
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=594188
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 https://www.sciencefocus.com/news/google-ai-better-

than-doctors-at-detecting-breast-cancer/     

    

 

 

What is AI and machine learning 

Google AI better than doctors at detecting breast cancer 

FINDING UNKNOWN ANSWERS 

Sources: 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Breast_carcinoma_in_a_lymph_node.jpg 

 

 

 

 Photo by Nephron  
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https://www.ted.com/talks/blaise_aguera_y_arcas_how_computers_are_learning_to_be_creative      

  https://s3.amazonaws.com/talkstar-photos/uploads/b1e1dbca-5367-4072-9b3c-

0ea33330189c/BlaiseAgueraYArcas_2016S-embed.jpg    

 

 

What is AI and machine learning 

Predictions and Art 

FINDING UNKNOWN ANSWERS 

Sources: 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Breast_carcinoma_in_a_lymph_node.jpg 
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 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQ54GDm1eL0      

   

 

 

 

What is AI and machine learning 

Deep Fake 

FINDING UNKNOWN ANSWERS 

Sources: 

 

https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/blog/2015/01/12/president-announces-new-actions-protect-americans-privacy-and-identity 

 

 

 Official White House Photo by Pete Souza  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQ54GDm1eL0
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LikxFZZO2sk&list

=PLGmJ60Zc8ZkJ_9uDrQh9M8DMrmnymti4p     

    

 

 

 What is AI and machine learning 

Autonomous Mobility 

FINDING UNKNOWN ANSWERS 

Sources: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Atlas_frontview_2013.jpg 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:IRobot-Roomba-Top-view-01.jpg 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Legged_Squad_Support_System_robot_prototype.jpg 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Self-driving_minibuses_(35525499420).jpg 

 

 

 Image by DARPA  

 Photo by CEphoto, Uwe Aranas  

 Photo by Tactical Technology Office, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, U.S. Department of Defense  

 Photo by Arno Mikkor  
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https://deepmind.com/blog/alphago-zero-learning-scratch/   

 

What is AI and machine learning 

AlphaGo Zero: Learning from Scratch 

FINDING UNKNOWN ANSWERS 

Sources: 

https://sv.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fil:FloorGoban.JPG 

* https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Go_(game) 

 

 

 

 Photo by Goban1  
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https://deepmind.com/blog/alphastar-mastering-real-

time-strategy-game-starcraft-ii/  

What is AI and machine learning 

AlphaStar 

FINDING UNKNOWN ANSWERS 

Sources: 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/tirrell/506281600 

https://c1.staticflickr.com/1/195/506281600_a68f821d33.jpg 

 

 Image by Zach Tirrell  
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Neurons firing or not firing 

Senses 

 

0, 1 

Humans Computers 



 

In order of importance (arguably) 

• Vision (Faces, Positioning) 

• Hearing (Words) 

• Touch (Action feedback, Safety) 

• Smell (Chemical analysis) 

• Taste (Nutrition and Poison) 

Senses  

In order of importance (arguably) 

• Categories (Advertising, Feeds, Recommendations) 

• Logs (Surveillence, Operations)  

• Likes (Advertising, Feeds) 

• Item category, price and store for Purchases (Advertising, Trading) 

• Geographic coordinates (Association by proximity) 

• Radar, Lidar, camera, IR (Cars, Drones) 

• Images & Computer vision (Annotation, Surveillance) 

• Human sounds (Siri, Alexa) 

• Measurements (temperature, conductivity, vibrations) (Machine 
supervision) 

• Human texts (Searches, Categorizing) 

• Biometrics (Heart rate, Faces) 

Databases, Data lakes (Always) 

 

Humans 

Computers 



• Data lakes 

• Databases 

• Processing 

 

What is AI and machine learning 

Sharing of Information 

FINDING UNKNOWN ANSWERS 

Sources: 

https://pixabay.com/en/clouds-white-cumulus-sky-blue-2354580/ 

https://pixabay.com/en/computer-cpu-desktop-office-work-156768/ 

 

 

 Photo by dimitrisvetsikas1969  
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How can we Test? 

 https://www.entrepreneur.com/slideshow/289621   

Sources: 

https://pixabay.com/en/magnifying-glass-search-to-find-1020142/ 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/slideshow/289621 

 

 

 Image by 3dman_eu  
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 http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~tom7/mario/mario.pdf    

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cKeGk3R3qE    

   

What is AI and machine learning 

Tetris: The only winning move is not to play 

TRAINED BY WHO? 

Sources: 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Simulation_of_the_paused_Tetris_game_Dr._Tom_Murphy_has_simulated_in_his_project_SIGBOVIK.png 
 Image by Chlebashořčicí  
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https://www.businessinsider.com/microsoft-deletes-

racist-genocidal-tweets-from-ai-chatbot-tay-2016-3  

What is AI and machine learning 

Microsoft is deleting its AI chatbot's incredibly racist tweets 

TRAINED BY WHO? 

Sources: 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Amazon_Echo_Dot_-_June_2018_(1952).jpg 
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 https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-38553643    

 https://www.cbsnews.com/news/6-year-old-brooke-

neitzel-orders-dollhouse-cookies-with-amazon-echo-

dot-alexa/       

How to test 

6-year-old orders $160 dollhouse, 4 pounds of cookies with 

Amazon's Echo Dot 

OBEY OR NOT OBEY, THAT’S THE QUESTION  

Sources: 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Amazon_Echo_Dot_-_June_2018_(1952).jpg 

https://stock.adobe.com/images/woman-holding-a-credit-card-shopping-online/48201940 

 

 

 

 Photo by Gregory Varnum  
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 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/11/08/alexa-

nein-police-break-german-mans-house-music-device-

held/     

How to test 

Police break into German man's house after music device  

'held party on its own' 

ACTING ON THEIR OWN 

Sources: 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:%E3%82%B9%E3%83%9E%E3%83%BC%E3%83%88%E3%82%B9%E3%83%94%E3%83%BC%E3%82%AB%E3%83%BC.jpg 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/sludgeulper/6313359994 

 

 

 Photo by Mttomoki  

 Photo by Sludge G  
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Moral Decisions 

Sources: 

https://pixabay.com/en/justice-statue-lady-justice-2060093/ 

 

 

 

 Photo by WilliamCho  
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  https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/sep/08/artificial-intelligence-

beauty-contest-doesnt-like-black-people        

   https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/jul/01/google-sorry-racist-auto-

tag-photo-app          

How to test 

• A beauty contest was judged 

by AI and the robots didn't 

like dark skin 

• Google has apologized after 

its new photo app labelled 

two black people as “gorillas” 

COMPUTERS HAVE NO MORAL 

Sources: 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Beauty_contest.jpg 

 

 

 Photo by Vishma thapa  
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https://www.wir

ed.com/story/r

esearcher-

fooled-a-

google-ai-into-

thinking-a-rifle-

was-a-

helicopter/       

 

What is AI and machine learning 

Researchers Fooled a Google AI Into Thinking a Rifle Was a 

Helicopter 

AI BEING TRICKED 

Sources: 

https://www.wired.com/story/researcher-fooled-a-google-ai-into-thinking-a-rifle-was-a-helicopter/ 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:SPAS-12_Variants..png 

 

 

 Photo by HellsXgunsmith   Photo Credit: U.S. Army photo by Capt. Tyson Friar, 1st Armored Division Combat Aviation Brigade Public Affairs  
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What is AI and machine learning 

Car Moral 

AI BEING TRICKED 

Sources: 

https://pixabay.com/en/choice-arrow-question-mark-path-3183317/ 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/ddebold/14517716806 

https://c1.staticflickr.com/4/3852/14517716806_eccb7a51d7_b.jpg 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Precipice,_Gad_Cliff_-_geograph.org.uk_-_645140.jpg 

https://pixabay.com/en/construction-workers-black-workers-2606310/ 

https://pixabay.com/en/pram-stroller-toddler-family-1584471/ 
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What is AI and machine learning 

 

Powerful tools can be used to do both very good and very 

bad things 

AI BEING TRICKED 

Sources: 

 

 

 



Svea FraudLab 



Fraud 

Sources: 

https://stock.adobe.com/se/search?serie_id=70684918&asset_id=70684918 

https://stock.adobe.com/se/images/group-of-business-people-isolated-over-white-background/126286292?prev_url=detail 

 



Svea FraudLab 
TODO: Svea FraudLab 



Svea FraudLab 



Svea FraudLab 

Sources: 

https://c1.staticflickr.com/2/1952/44405376514_f832e62fed_b.jpg 
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• User interface 

• API 

• Input data 

• Machine learning algorithms 

Compare with frauds detected in other ways 

Batch of known orders 

Fraud officers knows approximately what to expect 

Let frauds through 
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Takeaways 

 

• How, where and when is the AI used and trained 

• AI has no common sense 

• AI does what it has been trained to do 

 



Thank you 


